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Abstract
nistrative
This researchh aims to deterrmine the proofessional stanndards requiredd of in order to define the school admin
position in Tuurkey. It utilizees mixed methhods research approach. Foccus group inteerviews with 330 participants in three
sessions with 10 participantts from each grroup were connducted in threee non-governm
mental organizzation schools based in
Istanbul, Ankaara, and Corum
m provinces inn Turkey. Throuugh the 7pointt Likert-type qquestionnaire -P
Professional Standards
Scale for Schhool Leaders (P
PSSSL) - wass developed byy the researcheer and 328 meembers in NG
GOs founded by school
heads and eduucational leadeers in Turkey w
were sampled. The factor annalysis of the sscale with 0.9994 internal con
nsistency
coefficient shoowed that 77.22% professionaal standards off school leaderrship was explained. Accordding to research
h results,
proficiency arreas of school leaders determ
mined were: (1) knowledge base, (2) effeective communnication, (3) in
nstitution
management, (4) change leeadership, (5)) technology lleadership, (6)) educational leadership, (77) school-enviironment
relations; and (8) life and soociety. The ressults of the currrent research will be usefull for defining school leadersship duty
as a professiion, obtainingg professionallly required personal emplooyee rights, rreorganizing sschool leader training
programs, andd relevant NGO
Os to be able too establish inteernal auditing mechanisms.
Keywords: prrofessional prooficiencies, proofessional stanndards, school administrationn
1. Introductioon
A very rapid aand multi-dimeensional changge process is ddeeply experiennced in all wallks of life. Thiss change wave
e directly
affects schoolls, education, thus,
t
the conteext of school aadministration.. According too Beck and Muurphy (1993), a school
administrator is viewed ass value modeerator, scientiffic manager, ddemocratic leader, theory-ooriented admin
nistrator,
bureaucrat, faacilitator, and educational
e
leaader. Howeverr, according too Murphy and Forsyth (19999), the 1990s were
w the
reform periodd for school adm
ministration. T
These periods were described as post-induustrial era whicch started in th
he 1980s.
Therefore, neew wave of chhange with inccreasing effecctiveness brougght about radiical socio-ecoonomic, techno
ological,,
cultural, and ppolitical transfo
formations duriing these perioods.
These social ddevelopments requiring schoool administrattion re-definedd according to Murphy and F
Forsyth (1999)) may be
summarized aas; changing production
p
stylles, social, andd political dynnamics, put in three headinggs. Hesapçıoğlu
u (2001)
similarly arguues that fundam
mental dynam
mics of changee may be explained as inforrmation technoology, postmodernism,
and post-Forddist productionn approach. O
On the other hhand, approachhes forming thhe theoretical basics of edu
ucational
administrationn also change (Bates, 2001;; Beycioğlu annd Dönmez, 22006). Within the educational administration field
previously based on traditioonalist, rationaalist, and posittivist approachhes, the interpretive, criticall, cognitive, sy
ymbolist,
and cultural ttheories, respeectively calledd post-positivissm after 1970s, had been oobserved to haave attracted attention.
a
Theories affeecting the field since 1990s up to this day have beeen post-moderrn thinking annd its extensions like
interpretive appproach (Örücü and Şimşek, 2011; Turan, 2004).
Balcı (2011) aargue that the change and trransformation experienced inn social life annd theoretical approaches influenced
the context oof school adm
ministration. School princiipals are undder the influeence of forcees such as in
ncreasing
accountabilityy, student-centtered leadershhip, collectingg research datta and makingg data-driven decisions, in
ncreasing
competition aand school chooice, system-w
wide social inttegration, globbalization, the concept of knnowledge society, etc.
1
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“These forces require education and the school principals of such knowledge, skills, and understanding that have never
been considered possible – maybe necessary- so far. This type of leadership requires the school principals to have
analytic skills, cope with increasing competition and school choice concepts, and to achieve system-wide school
integration/involvement” (Balcı, 2011:196). National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP), states in
its report that being a school principal goes beyond the administration of a school in its traditional approach. The report
adds that social and educational contexts need to be considered within school administration, and as a result, school
principals need to have multi-dimensional competences and skills other than traditional proficiencies (NAESP, 2008, p.
2).
1.1 School Principal Profession
Quality and success of educational services are explained with achievement at school and in the classroom. Almost all
relevant studies indicate that management success by the school administrators is significantly effective on students’
achievement (Botha, 2006; Balyer and Gündüz, 2013; Robinson, Lloyd and Rowe, 2008). The rate of this school effect
goes up to 78% in some studies (Marzano, Waters and McNulty, 2005).
School administrators are primarily responsible for all operations in school (Ministry of National Education [MONE],
2012). Therefore, school principals are required to be educators for schools and educational institutions, as well as to
have administrative knowledge and skills to manage staff, business, finance, and relations needed by all other
organizations. In this respect, school administration is an inter-disciplinary duty requiring competences in education and
administration (Beatriz, Deborah, Hunter and Hopkins, 2008; Mestry and Singh, 2007; Turan and Şişman, 2000).
In other respects, the global and multi-dimensional wave of change opens educational paradigms for critique (Balcı,
2011; Bates, 2001; Beycioğlu and Dönmez, 2006; Fırat, 2006; Şimşek, 1997; Turan, 2004); and new needs require new
educational processes (Balcı, 2011; Şimşek 2004; Turan and Şişman, 2000). Developing technology radically unsettles
learning and teaching methods (Murphy and Forsyth, 1999) and reflection of all this wave of change on educational
services depends on school principals’ skills in change perception, conveying it to the institution, and administration.
The knowledge, skills, and practice competences of school principals who are required to meet above-stated needs have
been discussed. School administration, considered a practical field rather than a theoretical field, is regarded as
interdisciplinary. School administrators as qualified educational leaders are required to have sociologic, political,
economic, cultural, and moral as well as pedagogical competences (Balcı, 2011; Gümüşeli, 2001; Turan and Şişman,
2000).
1.2 Professional Standards for School Administration in Various Countries
Consensus regarding school administration as a profession around the world is being formed. The standards for
qualification levels of persons to undertake school principalship in the US in 1996 were defined (Interstate School
Leaders Licensure Consortium [ISLLC], 1996; 2008; Louden and Wildy, 1999; Murphy, 2001). Countries such as
Britain (Bush, 1998), Canada, Australia (Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership [AITSL], 2011), and
New Zealand defines the qualities and standards for school administrators; and require such standards for school
principals (Hallinger, 2003; Li and Liu, 2007).
South Africa is one of the countries which have been putting efforts to determine standards, in order to consider school
principalship as a professional occupation (Van der Westhuizen and Van Vuuren, 2007). In 2007, as a result of
continuing efforts since 1994, South Africa Department of Education determined six competency areas that school
principals must possess as, “National Qualification for School Leadership [NQSL]” (Moloi, 2007; Bush, Kiggundu,
Moorosi, 2011). With the will of South Africa Department of Education (DoE), two year principal qualification
programmes were opened at universities to equip the incumbent and aspiring principals with these qualifications under
the name of Advanced Certificate in School Leadership (ACE). Although these competencies are not compulsorily
assigned to principalship yet, pilot applications conducted between 2007-2009 revealed that the principals are more
equipped in issues of knowledge base, values, beliefs; and skills and they are more successful in school leadership as a
result of the programs held (Bush, Joubert, Kiggundu and Van Rooyen, 2010; Mestry and Singh, 2007).
In addition, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has held many meetings and published
many reports in recent years, in order to improve school administrators’ capacities in member countries (Beatriz,
Deborah, Hunter and Hopkins, 2008; Darling-Hammond, LaPointe, Meyerson and Orr, 2007). As a result of a ten-)
research, conducted by OECD, including 25 countries, 21st century school administration was stated to be a system
leadership and elements of the system were defined in eleven areas on four levels. These areas are: moral purpose on
the 1st level, staff development and strategic intelligence on the 2nd level; managing learning and teaching, improving
the organization, and improving persons on the 3rd level; collaboration with a low-achieving school, leadership for
educational improvement collaboration, community leadership, developing a school in difficult contexts; and work as
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change agent (Pont, Nuschee and Hopkins, 2008: 33).
These standarrds defined forr school adminnistrators are bbased on varioous areas of serrvice that schoool administrators take
on. These arreas are obserrved to be (1) change m
management, (22) educationaal and instrucctional leadersship, (3)
organizationall administratioon, (4) personnal and professsional developpment, (5) teaam work (6) relationships with the
community, annd (7) ethics. In addition, belief, value, practical principples, knowleddge base, and sskills required by each
area are listedd. Figure 1 show
ws the emerginng model of syystem leadershhip.

Figure 1. Emerging model of system leadership (Poont, Nusche annd Hopkins, 20008).
1.3 Efforts tow
wards Definingg Professional Standards forr School Adminnistration in Tuurkey
Professional ccompetences and
a proficienccies for schooll administratorrs in Turkey hhave attractedd researchers’ attention
since 1970s. Bursalıoğlu (1976), Balcı ((1981), Taymaaz (1986), Ayydın (1994); aand Çelik (19995) conducted
d leading
research in thhis field, and they were efffective in shapping both undergraduate andd graduate proograms in edu
ucational
administrationn and control, but legal recoognition of schhool administrration as a proofession has nnot taken place
e, so far.
Including eduucational admiinistration andd leadership inn the 14th Nattional Educatioon Council’s aagenda in 199
93 was a
significant deevelopment. However,
H
only three of the ttotal 38 decisiions made in the council w
were about edu
ucational
administrationn and the decissions made weere not satisfacttorily executedd (MONE, 19993).
Since mid-19990s, definingg competence and proficiency areas forr school adm
ministrators, prroviding a prrofession
description, annd their trainiing have beenn among the toopics that reseearchers in this field emphaasized. Many scientific
s
meetings havee been held for this purpose and many stuudies have beenn published (K
Karataş and Şaaşmaz, 2013). The first
professional aassociation of educational
e
addministration, oon the other haand, was estabblished in 19999. Also in 1999
9, school
administratorss were required through reguulations to recceive 120-hourr training befoore service (MO
ONE, 1999). However
H
in 2004, regullations were am
mended and thhis requiremennt was removeed. Within the framework off large-scale Im
mproving
School Leadeership (Pont, Nusche
N
and M
Moorman, 20088) research, a 10-year study conducted byy OECD, involving 25
countries, a coonference was hosted by MO
ONE Foreign A
Affairs Generaal Directorate. In that confereence, competen
nces that
21st century sschool adminisstration shouldd feature, and what to do in order to makee school adminnistration an attractive
a
profession weere discussed (M
MONE], 20099).
School adminnistration in Tuurkey is legallly described ass an additionaal service that should be unddertaken by th
hose who
preferred teacching as a proofession. In thhe first paragrraph of articlee 43, describinng teaching profession, of National
Education Baasic Law num
mbered 1739; tteaching is deescribed as a specialized pprofessional unndertaking - duties
d
of
teaching, instrruction, and reelevant administrative services. Therefore, school adminnistration is nott legally considered an
independent pprofession.
Additionally, the definitionn of school addministration and school addministrators’ responsibilitiees and authorrities are
included in ooperational reggulations of reelevant educaational institutiion. Accordinng to the Reguulations of Se
econdary
Institutions (M
MONE, 2009) which was finnalized with am
mendments maade on 21 Julyy 2012, basic responsibility of
o school
administratorss, described ass educational aand instructionnal leaders, aree: (1) to be eduucational and iinstructional le
eader for
teachers, studeents, parents, and
a the commuunity, (2) takinng measures toowards increassing efficiencyy, building a tea
am spirit,
integrating thee institution annd the commuunity, and imprroving organizzational culturre; and (3) keeeping the school or the
institution reaady for servicee. While perforrming these baasic duties, thee school admiinistration “conntinuously ren
news and
improves the school or thee institution thhrough scientiific and technoology developpments, efficieency and transsparency
principles. It uuses time and all possibilitiees in order to aachieve targetss of the schooll or the instituttion” (MONE,, 2009a).
In order to achhieve the abovve-mentioned, the school adm
ministration is required to (aa) conduct reseearch and planning, (b)
to organize, (cc) to guide, (dd) to monitor, inspect, and eevaluate; and (e) to undertakke communicaation and coorrdination
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duties (MONE, 2009a).
When the 29-item list of school administrators’ duties included in the said regulations is considered, it is seen that,
beside the administration of education and instruction, school administrators are expected to do various management
duties such as: facility management, monitoring, guidance and evaluation, staff management, organizational and
professional development, budget management, technology management, and relations with the community (MONE,
2009a).
However, the definition and responsibilities included in the regulations and requirements are put forward when school
administrators selected and appointed, do not match. According to Regulations on Appointment and Designation of
School Administrators (MONE, 2009b), any candidate - a graduate of higher education - who has served as a teacher for
three years and is presently employed in education and instruction may become an administrator as long as they pass the
test offered by Ministery.
The content of the test done by Ministery to select the best school administrator candidates, is on the other hand, far
from preparing the selected persons for the service. 60% of the examination is allocated for the effective regulations; 10%
is about language skills, and another 10% involves official correspondence and protocol rules. Only 20% of the school
administrators’ examination test school administration, communication skills, human relations, school improvement,
and educational and instructional ethics among knowledge, skills, and competences that a school administrator needs
(MONE, 2009b).
It cannot be said that enough number of studies on school administration and qualifications of educational
administrators in Turkey have been conducted (Bursalıoğlu, 1976; Balcı, 1981). Categorize of studies on professional
competences of school administrators in last 20 years are grouped into five. The studies consisting of majority of
research on school administrators’ competences in the first group focused on school administrators’ competences on
some areas: knowledge management competences (Özsarıkamış, 2009), administrators’ role and competences in
controlling (Öncel, 2006), competences in the process of communicating with teachers (Öksüz, 1997), human relations
competences (Okutan, 1988), competence levels of social skills (Çelik, 2004; Kara, 2000), competences of conflict
management (Elma, 1998), competences in knowledge technology (Artul, 2004), and competences in change
management (Ak, 2006; Gökçe, 2008). The second group includes studies on school administrators’ general or specific
management competences and the research focusing on revealing self-perceptions of teachers, students, inspectors, or
school administrators (Dönmez, 2002). The third group involves studies focusing on questioning whether standards
prepared by developed nations fit for Turkey (Arslan and Beytekin, 2004; Gümüşeli, 2001; Töremen and Kolay, 2003;
Turan and Şişman, 2000). This type of studies investigated the validity of standards defined in other countries as
professional standards for school administration in Turkey. The fourth group of studies contributed school administrator
standards developed particularly in Britain (Çınkır, 2002), the US (Gümüşeli, 2001), European Union countries (Erden
and Erden, 2005) in general, or with a broader spectrum of samples in other countries into the local literature. The fifth
group, on the other hand, consists of studies trying to define competences that school administrators in Turkey are
required to have (Ağaoğlu, Gültekin ve Çubukçu, 2002; Aktul, 2004; Karadağ, 2011; Şahin, 2000).
When the professional proficiency areas that researchers defined for school administration are reviewed, it is observed
that Şahin (2000) included knowledge and skill domains along with belief, value, and principles; whereas Ağaoğlu,
Gültekin, and Çubukçu (2002) included only knowledge and skills. Karadağ’s (2011) study, on the other hand, includes
qualities that may be considered within belief, value, and principles categories. However, despite these studies, a
national standards list for school administration has not been formed. Yet, awareness of the profession to be undertaken
by the school administrator candidates can be raised through forming the definition and standards of the profession. It is
expected that school administration would be defined as a profession, because a profession with a legal definition in the
country would provide it with identity; thus, the profession would be rightfully valued and appreciated by the public.
The number of professional associations founded by school administrators has recently been increasing rapidly. Almost
all professional organizations defines school administration as a profession, and its determined standards as their basic
purposes (Karataş and Şaşmaz, 2013). However, no professional organization in Turkey has yet declared a
comprehensive list of competences for school administrators. Ağaoğlu et al. (2012:172) state, “Evaluation of
administrator’s effectiveness and efficiency is significant in terms of balancing various pressure and power groups’ on
school and putting forward administrators’ job description. Within this context, as basis for employing educational
administrators’ needs, common, comprehensive, consistent, and reliable list of competences should be built by
institutions and organizations from all walks of life. Then they should be improved along with contemporary
developments and national requirements.
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As summarizeed above, som
me developed countries defi
fined standardss, principles, aand mission ddescriptions fo
or school
administratorss. And also the research on professional ccompetences aand proficienciies in Turkey and relevant literature
l
showed schoool administratioon needs to poossess a five-ddimensional whhole of compeetences and prooficiencies (Bayraktar,
2002). These are beliefs, vaalues, principlees, knowledge base, and skilll areas (Turann and Şişman, 2000). Beliefss include
basic global aacknowledgem
ments on whichh school admiinistrators’ opiinions, views, attitudes, deciisions, and acttions are
based; values feature basicss of their valuee-oriented moddel personalitiees being refereence to adminiistrators’ decisions and
actions; and pprinciples of practice.
p
On thhe other handd, it involves aapplication of principles as basis for proffessional
performance and part of school culturre. Knowledge base coverrs the knowleedge base reqquired by the
e school
administrationn duty and thatt skill area is aabout school addministrators’ practical profi
ficiency. Therefore, belief, va
alue, and
principles maake up the proficiencies thatt school adminnistrators are rrequired to haave; and they rrefer to the diimension
associated witth attitudes, beelief, and percceptions. Skill and knowledge on the otheer hand, form the competen
ncies that
school adminiistrators are reqquired to featuure and they m
mostly refer to tthe technical qqualities required by the posittion.

Figgure 2. Proficiiency and com
mpetence areas for school adm
ministrators
1.4 The Purpoose and Signifiicance of the SStudy
The current rresearch aims to determine the knowledgge base and thhe skill areas,, namely the pprofessional standards
s
required by thhe mission, inn order for the school administration to be recognizedd as a professsion. Thus, the
e special
qualities requuired by school administratoor’s job will haave been reveealed. For this purpose, a lisst of standardss will be
built in relattion to viewss of school pprincipals, teaachers, parentts, students, and NGOs eestablished by
y school
administratorss, on what com
mpetences schoool administrattors should posssess.
Determining professional standards
s
for school adminnistrators willl form the baasis for underrstanding the type of
responsibility and liability that the schoool administrattion has; the ttype of traininng the school administrators should
receive; carrying out the apppointment, evaaluation, contrrol, and transfeer processes im
mpartially; andd determining needs of
in-service training.
It must be addmitted that determining
d
prrofessional stanndards for schhool administrrators will plaay a definitive
e role in
universities annd other instituutions adoptingg a standard foor school adm
ministrator trainning programs.. With the proffessional
standards defiined, it will bee possible to rreview and reoorganize, as peer standards, thhe content, meethods, and ev
valuation
criteria in pre--service traininng for school aadministrators to-be; and in-sservice trainingg for active school administrrators.
On the other hhand, definingg the standardss for school addministrators w
will play a defiinitive role in services and efforts by
professional organizations towards theiir members. With professsional standards defined, sschool administrators’
professional aassociations will
w have the oopportunity too members’ personal rights, processes off professional internal
control, and professional development
d
activities on sound fundam
mentals. Finallly, defining sschool administrators’
professional sstandards will guide the effoorts for determ
mining contentt in school adm
ministrator traaining program
ms, using
relevant methhods and techhniques in proograms, and self-improvem
ment by facullty members. In addition, defining
professional standards for scchool administtration duty will help undersstand the difficculty level of tthe job and, thu
us, make
demands of im
mproving persoonal employeee rights more cconsistent.
Ultimately, w
when non-goveernmental orgaanizations receently establishhed by educattional and schhool administra
ators are
rapidly increaasing in numbeers (Karataş aand Şaşmaz, 20013), they takke initiative moore firmly in ppolicy and reg
gulations
about the proffession, this will
w enable them
m to contributee more in reguulations. In adddition, sustainaability and wid
de use of
activities deveeloped, in ordeer to support prrofessional imp
mprovement andd to control off colleagues’ prractice will inc
crease.
2. Method
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The current research utilizes sequential exploratory method which is a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods. Via
sequential exploratory method, it is easier to explore a phenomenon and useful when developing and testing a new
instrument (Creswell, 2003). In addition, rules defined by Davis (2007) to be taken into account when writing
professional ethics principles were paid attention to.
2.1 Study Group
In the first phase, focus group interviews were held with 30 participants in three separate professional organizations
established by educational and school administrators in İstanbul, Ankara and Çorum provinces. Ten participants
including, principals, assistant principals, inspectors, academicians, and teachers participated in the focus groups. In
order to improve representativeness of the study group, participators’ gender, seniority, and branch distribution was
planned to be balanced.
The second phase of the research included the application of Professional Standards Scale for School Leaders (PSSSL)
which was based on findings from focus group studies and within relevant literature to school administrators,
educational administrators, inspectors, teachers; and members of seven non-governmental organizations founded by
academicians conducting research in the field of educational administration and control. The population of the study
consisted of members of seven NGOs founded by educational administrators, school administrators, and teachers based
in Istanbul, Ankara, Gaziantep, Çorum, Konya, Aksaray, and Afyon provinces in Turkey. Total number of members in
the NGOs which were sent the scale was defined as 3336, based on information obtained on their websites and from
their authorities.
2.2 Data Collection Tools
In the qualitative part of the current research, questions and forms prepared by the researcher based on relevant
literature was used. The question “What are the professional competences that school administrators need to have?” was
defined as a discussion starter to be orally asked to participants in the focus group interviews. Professional
Competences Determination Form for School Administrators was built, in order for each participant to make their own
list of professional competences. In addition, the researcher prepared guidebooks about how to conduct the study to be
given to all study group participants and a seminar explaining how the study group worked.
In the quantitative part of the research, Professional Standards Scale for School Leaders (PSSSL) prepared by the
researcher from results of focus group studies, was used. The scale consists of 8 factors and 98 items such as;
knowledge base (16 items), organizational management (18 items), effective communication (11 items), technology
leadership (13 items), change leadership (12 items), educational leadership (11 items), school-community relationships
(10 items), and society and life (7 items). Demographic details of five items (gender, age, position, institution, and city)
were added in the scale. The application time for the scale varies between 30 and 35 minutes.
2.3 Data Collection
Forms prepared by the researcher were used to collect data in focus group study. The researcher prepared guidebooks to
describe how the research would be conducted and distributed these to all participants. In addition, the focus group’s
way of functioning was explained to all focus group members through a seminar. The participants were requested to
respond to: “What are the professional competences that school administrators need to have?” Focus groups had
90-minute meetings with the moderator for three times each and discussed the professional competences defined. At the
end of third meeting, each participant made up their own list of professional competences on Professional Competences
Determination Form for School Administrators prepared by the researcher.
The PSSSL scale was sent to all members of each relevant NGOs through their administrators in December 2012 via
email and members were asked to fill out the scale electronically. A total of 483 participants filled out the scale;
however, 155 of these were filled incorrectly, so only 328 of these were subjected to statistical analysis.
2.4 Process
Data obtained from focus group studies were obtained through content analysis, the most suitable method (Kitzinger
and Farquhar, 1999) for such research. Participants in the focus group studies listed and explained the professional
competences required for school administration. These statements and explanations were scanned to define particularly
repeating professional competences. After defining repeating professional competences, professional competences
being similar, but not expressed with the same statements were categorized based on explanations. Following the
categorization, defined professional competences were put in order from those with the highest frequency to those with
the lowest frequencies.
Finally, the defined professional competences were thematically categorized. At this phase, in order to provide the
research with internal validity, professional standards defined for school administrators in the US (Gümüşeli, 2001) and
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Britain (Çınkır, 2002), professional proficiency lists formed for school/educational administrators (Balcı, 1981; Şahin,
2000, Ağaoğlu, Altınkurt, Yılmaz and Karaköse, 2012) and competence categorization in Turkey were taken into
account. Upon categorization of participant-suggested proficiency areas in different thematic categories of areas,
consistency was provided by checking inter-relation among themes and their relations with others.
2.5 Validity and Reliability
In order to provide the internal reliability of analysis of data obtained through focus group studies, a second researcher,
a field expert, was requested to categorize the collected data in themes and check the agreement of the defined themes.
The rate of agreement between the themes defined by the second researcher and the previously defined themes was
calculated as 84% with reliability=[agreement / (agreement + disagreement)] x 100 formulae and themes were found to
be reliable (Büyüköztürk, Kılıç-Çakmak, Egün, Karadeniz and Demirel, 2008). In order to provide the research external
reliability, the process was defined in details and obtained data and coding were archived by the researcher.
Exploratory factor analysis was used in the quantitative part of the research in order to investigate the factor structure
made up of scores from obtained data through the scale. Thus, the construct validity of the scale was calculated.
Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency coefficient was checked in order to provide scale reliability.
3. Results
Data obtained in the current research, aiming to define professional competences for school administrators are presented
below in two phases. The first phase includes findings obtained at the focus group studies and the second phase includes
findings obtained through the scale.
3.1 Results Obtained at the Focus Group Studies
At the focus group interviews held with total 30 participants comprised of three separate groups of 10 in three separate
professional organizations established by educational and school administrators, 52 competences that school
administrators are required to have were stated. These competences were gathered under 7 professional proficiency
areas. These proficiency areas are (1) change leadership, (2) effective communication, (3) organizational management,
(4) technology leadership, (5) partner relations, (6) educational leadership, and (7) society and life, as presented in Table
1.
Table 1. Proficiency Areas and Numbers Obtained in Focus Group Studies
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Proficiency Area
Organizational management
Effective communication
Instructional leadership
School-community relations
Change leadership
Technology leadership
Society and life
Other
Total

F
112
45
40
30
25
20
18
47
337

%
33,2
13,4
11,9
8,9
7,4
5,9
5,3
13,9
100

Competencies within seven defined proficiency areas were categorized for the second time on knowledge base and skill
areas. The second categorization was based on Turan and Sisman’s (2000) definition of knowledge base and skill area
that school administrators were required to have.
3.2 Findings Associated with Reliability of Professional Standards Scale for School Leaders
In the quantitative part of the research, the construct validity of the scale was checked through factor analysis. Analysis
results showed that factor structure of the scale was valid. The reliability of the factors in the scale was checked through
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. Alpha values found for factors varied between 0.960 and .977 whereas alpha values for
the whole scale was 0.994. Eight factors explain 77.2% of the total variance. Variance amounts that factors explained
were respectively as follows: 14.09 for the first factor; 12.45 for the second factor; 11.79 for the third factor; 11.34 for
the fourth factor; 11.24 for the fifth factor; 7.45 for the sixth factor; 5.72 for the seventh factor; and 4.86 for the eight
factors. The lowest eigenvalue for the factors was calculated as 1.08. Factor analysis results are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. PSSSL exploratory factor analysis results and Chronbach’s Alpha values
1.
Knowledge
base

Factors
Number of
Items
16 Items
Alpha
,977
1
0,769
2
0,762
3
0,732
4
0,727
5
0,707
6
0,703
7
0,701
8
0,685
9
0,672
10
0,663
11
0,648
12
0,534
13
0,508
14
0,486
15
0,483
16
0,439

3.
7.
2.
Effective Organizational 4.
Change 5. Technology 6.
Educational School-community
communication management
leadership
leadership
leadership
relations
8. Society and life
11 Items
,974
17
0,742
18
0,733
19
0,709
20
0,69
21
0,688
22
0,677
23
0,676
24
0,671
25
0,664
26
0,662
27
0,625

18 Items
,971
28
0,676
29
0,661
30
0,646
31
0,628
32
0,618
33
0,596
34
0,586
35
0,584
36
0,574
37
0,568
38
0,553
39
0,552
40
0,539
41
0,482
42
0,475
43
0,461
44
0,443
45
0,403

12 Items
,968
46
0,667
47
0,664
48
0,662
49
0,656
50
0,656
51
0,647
52
0,644
53
0,641
54
0,637
55
0,612
56
0,587
57
0,558

13 Items
,977
58
0,691
59
0,637
60
0,635
61
0,623
62
0,614
63
0,593
64
0,585
65
0,585
66
0,582
67
0,568
68
0,566
69
0,553
70
0,543

11 Items
,967
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

0,636
0,585
0,578
0,558
0,548
0,546
0,543
0,536
0,535
0,516
0,482

10 Items
,966
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

0,617
0,587
0,584
0,574
0,558
0,528
0,517
0,501
0,501
0,453

7 Items
,960
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

0,724
0,663
0,621
0,581
0,568
0,498
0,484

Correlation between the Chronbach’s alpha internal consistency and factor scores was investigated in order to define the
reliability of whole 98-item PSSSL with eight factors. Upon investigation, Chronbach’s alpha internal consistency
coefficient was calculated as 0.994. Correlation between the Chronbach’s alpha internal consistency and factor scores
are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Average scores of PSSSL factors and their standard deviations with correlation values between factors

Factors
1. Knowledge base
2. Effective
communication
3. Organizational
management
4. Change
leadership
5. Technology
leadership
6. Educational
leadership
7.
School-community
relations
8. Society and Life
Total

1.
Standard Knowledge
Average deviation base
95,18
18,64
-

2. Effective
communication

3.
Organizational
management

4. Change
leadership

5.
Technology
leadership

6.
Educational
leadership

67,97

12,66

0,73

-

109,56

18,86

0,82

0,80

-

73,66

12,70

0,85

0,71

0,78

-

78,09

15,52

0,79

0,83

0,84

0,78

-

65,77

13,56

0,86

0,76

0,85

0,84

0,78

-

60,09
40,94
591,26

11,61
8,62
101,99

0,81
0,71
0,92

0,78
0,82
0,88

0,87
0,79
0,94

0,80
0,69
0,89

0,82
0,83
0,92

0,82
0,71
0,92

7.
8.
School-community Society
relations
and life

0,77
0,92

0,86

3.3 Findings Associated with Study of Professional Standards for School Leaders in relation to Variables of Gender, Age,
Organization, Position, and City
Some analyses were conducted in order to find out whether professional standards defined for school administrators
differed on independent variables. t-test was conducted to find if there was a significant difference in relation to gender
and one-way variance analysis was conducted to find whether there was a significant difference on variables of age,
position, organization, and city. The t-test results showed that there was not a significant difference between male and
female participants in relation to the total and factor scores. According to the results of one-way variance analysis, no
significant difference was observed between total and factor scores on participants’ age, position, city where they served;
however, a significant difference was found on position. Thus, a significant difference on position was observed
between effective communication (p=0.01) and educational leadership (p=0.01) scores. On the LSD multiple
comparison test, conducted in order to define the source of difference, the difference was observed to be, on both factors,
in favor of teachers and top administrators/academicians and school principals and assistant school principals and;
among school principals and assistant school principals.
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4. Discussion
The following were concluded in the current research conducted, in order to define the professional standards required
for school administration to be recognized as a profession: School administration requires total 98 professional
competences under 8 proficiency areas. According to the research results, school administrators’ proficiency areas were
defined, respectively, as: (1) knowledge base (16 competences), (2) organizational management (18 competences), (3)
effective communication (11 competences), (4) technology leadership (13 competences), (5) change leadership (12
competences), (6) educational leadership (11 competences), (7) school-community relations (10 competences), and (8)
society and life (7 competences).
Competences falling under the proficiency area of knowledge base, the first professional standard defined for school
administrators, consist of items referring to theories and approaches associated with school administrators’
educational-instructional services as school’s purpose of existence. This proficiency area shows that school
administrators need to have a sound knowledge base, which is fundamental for school administrators’ responsibilities
and liabilities as educational leaders (Turan and Sisman, 2000). In addition, this conclusion confirms the suitability of
method of choosing school administrators from among candidates coming from teaching profession.
It was observed that the second proficiency area for school administrators was effective communication. Within this
proficiency area, the competence about “1 Knowing the role and importance of communication in individual and social
life” had the highest degree of agreement. Considering many studies investigating school administrators’ proficiencies
that found school administrators’ communication skills on mid or low levels (Elma, 1998, Okutan, 1988, and Öksüz,
1997), it may be said that school administrators are required to have effective communication skills with awareness of
theoretical fundamentals.
The third proficiency area for school administrators is organizational management. This proficiency area, also referred
to as school business, consists of 18 competences including basic management skills. According to the research results,
participants stated the most important competence within organizational management proficiency area as “knowing
about rules of correspondence and reporting”. According to this conclusion, it may be said that school administration is
perceived as a top-level bureaucratic position in Turkey. Memduhoğlu (2007) also found out that, school administrators
in Turkey perceive their task quite bureaucratic.
The fourth proficiency area for school administrators is change leadership. Change leadership includes competences of
being aware of and understanding the rapid and unforeseeable change in social, political, and economical life (Murphy
and Forsyth, 1999) and being able to adapt this change in education (Ak, 2006; Gökçe, ,2008). On the other hand, the
school is by nature an organization working to reach long-term and intangible targets. The participants referring, most
frequently, to the competence about “defining concrete and realistic targets” show that a leadership skill combining a
rapid change wave and a visionary leadership is one of the basic requirements of school administration.
The fifth proficiency area for school administrators was technology leadership. Technology leadership includes skills
for using technology effectively in education, school administration, communication, professional development, and
individual life. Defining technology leadership, a newer concept compared with other proficiency areas (Hacıfazlıoğlu,
Karadeniz, and Dalgıç, 2011), as one of the basic proficiency areas for school administration also indicates that there is
awareness about effective management of communication technologies that have rapidly become widespread and will
be reshaping all educational processes through FATIH Project. Participants’ agreement on “using technology as an
effective communication tool” on the highest level shows that school administrators are required to make their
communication skills more effective through technology.
The sixth proficiency area for school administrators is educational leadership. Educational leadership involves an area
that includes skills to manage processes such as curriculum, learning-teaching methods, classroom management,
guidance services, teacher monitoring and evaluation, educational environments, extra-curricular activities, and special
education that are associated with education and instruction. The knowledge base, the first proficiency area for the
school administration, promotes the theoretical basis for educational leadership. However, the basic difference between
school administration and other administrations is revealed as educational leadership is defined as a separate proficiency
area including the skills to apply the theoretical knowledge at school (Marzano, Waters and McNulty, 2005).
The seventh proficiency area for school administrators is school-community relations. School-community relations
proficiency area involves competences such as school’s communication with community, community contribution in the
school and school’s contribution in the community, forming the culture of collaboration and governance with
community, parent involvement, and follow up with graduates. Participants’ agreeing with the competence about
“school recognizes the community and its partners” on the highest level supports the research findings indicating that
school administrators do not have adequate awareness of community. On the other hand, participants’ least agreement is
on “school involves community in decision making processes”. This result shows that participants were cautious about
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the school involving community in decision making (Çelik, 2004).
The eight and the last proficiency area for school administrators was society and life. Society and life proficiency area is
about school administrators’ closely following the local and global community where they live, within political,
economic, social, and cultural contexts and the competences of analyzing the reflections of social dynamism on
education and school. In addition to the traditional theories explaining the interaction between school and community
(Tezcan, 2003), when the results of studies showing that contemporary school administration needs to be aware of
social, economic, political change and development are reviewed, it may be said that the society and life proficiency
area is one of the basic proficiency areas for school administration.
The current research resulted in different professional proficiencies for school administrators than those defined in other
countries and Turkey. The knowledge base was for the first time defined as a proficiency area for school administrators
in the current research. Although many countries such as USA, UK and South Africa mention about knowledge base in
their national qualifications or standard lists, they have not define as a key competence area for school leadership
(AITSL, 2011; Bush, 1998; ISLLC, 2008; Moloi, 2007).
Effective communication and technology leadership areas are not found among six professional standards in the US,
Britain, South Africa and five in Australia. Unlike in the current research, it is observed that ethical leadership is
included in the US studies, self-improvement, collaboration with others, and accountability are included in Britain,
self-improvement and collaboration with others are included in Australia and assuring quality and securing
accountability is included in South Africa (AITSL, 2011; Bush, 1998; ISLLC, 2008; Moloi, 2007).
It was observed that research and professional development and personal characteristics, among the eight proficiency
areas included in Şahin’s (2000) study aiming to define professional proficiencies for school administrators in Turkey,
are not included in the current research whereas human resources management and student affairs and school business
competences were stated under organizational management proficiency area. It is seen that technology leadership and
effective communication areas were not included among the professional proficiencies that Şahin defined. It is observed
that serving the profession proficiency area, among the five proficiency areas that Ağaoğlu, Gültekin, and Çubukçu
(2002) defined, is not contained within the current research. Technology leadership, school-community relations, and
society and life proficiency areas, defined in the current research, are observed to be not included in the study that
Ağaoğlu et al. conducted.
It may be said that one of the reasons for the difference between the current research and the studies conducted abroad
and in Turkey stems from unified professional proficiencies lists including belief, value, performance, knowledge base,
and skill areas under single lists. Belief, value, and practical principles were not included in the current research but
only knowledge base and skill areas were defined. In addition, particularly studies in Turkey were conducted ten years
ago and it may be said that technology leadership was not much of agenda those days. Finally, the proficiency area
associated with society and life may be thought as a subject more talked of recently due to rapid social change and fast
expansion in communication possibilities.
Professional proficiencies defined in the current research will become more meaningful with belief, value, and practical
principles defined. Therefore, school administrator preparation programs can make up content based on proficiency and
competences required by the school administration profession. In addition, effective use of these proficiencies to define
school administration as a profession depends on adaptation, dissemination, and use of these proficiencies by school
administrators’ professional organizations in internal professional processes. Professional development processes may
be reviewed and reorganized based on content and method upon revealing proficiencies of currently employed school
administrators, in terms of these professional proficiencies, through large-scale and multi-leveled studies. Improvement
and wide-spread use of these professional proficiencies will be facilitated via feedback obtained from novel research.
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